MATTHEWISM IS A HERESY!
After the fall of Kallinikos Sarandopulos in the
heresy of kyprianism, the heretics matthewites
get up to circus tricks (devilish
resourcefulness), to seduce and lure the few
remaining True Orthodox Christians in the
heresy of matthewism.
In 2015 the false archbishop Matthewite Stephanos of Athens sent to us his
“apostlesse” Maria – trying to seduce us and attract us to him.
I attach here my answer - with one or two small supplements, that are known to the
Matthewites, but they are needed to someone who does not know what it was
about - so it becomes clear to him, too.
After this worthy and fully sufficient response of mine (which follows below), the
mentioned in this letter "uncle" Stephanos of Athens disappeared - and now neither
his “apostlesse” nor he himself appears before our eyes and now they can not be
found
even during the day with a lantern! (((-:
Therefore I am not going to expose publicly all the matthewite frauds on the website
GOC-NEWS! They already know that I am very well informed! (usually
matthewites operate where people are not informed – so they can lie without
obstacles, not incurring the risk of being exposed) But they already know that I am
very well informed about all their frauds and always beat them in the face WITH
FACTS!
And at the same time they are calm, cause they know: I HAVE NO TIME to deal with
matthewites’ nonsense - and also do not want to blemish the website GOC-NEWS
with the matthewite frauds and nonsense. I prefer:
(a) to publish only this worthy and fully sufficient response of mine (which follows
below), and
(b) the website to remain as it is!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Maria,
You have the gift of the most beautiful name in the world - but now you are offering
us the most stupid thing that you (or someone else behind you) could have come up
with!
So - what is this lesson in stupidity that you attempted to “teach us” now? (((-:
You are offering us – that we, the Genuine Orthodox Christians who have always
belonged to the Church, who have changed nothing – to suddenly now get out of the
Church and to fall into the heresy of matthewism!
Why should we do this nonsense? On what reason???...
- Because Kallinikos went out of the Church and fell into the heresy of kyprianism!
So what???... Kallinikos is Kallinikos and he does every madness which satan
suggests him to do. Does this mean that we should do another nonsense???????
What extreme stupidity and what madness you did!!!
You've done this madness - and now you are proposing us to become the same fools
like you! - to follow in your footsteps (((-:
So now - as I see that you obviously have great difficulty in thinking – that’s why
I'll explain to you in points:
1. In 2014 Kallinikos and all his "bishops" and the majority of his "priests" came out of
the Holy Orthodox Church and fell into the heresy of kyprianism – Kallinikos made
modernization of the heresy of kyprianism and that modernization is called "kallinikian
kyprianism."
2. In the Holy Orthodox Church (in Greece) stayed only we - some Genuine Orthodox
Priests and our flock of laity - and that happened just like 90 years ago (1924) ALL
"bishops" of the greek church left the Church and fell into the heresy of ecumenism.
And in the Church stayed only a few Priests and many laity. It is precisely to them
that the Lord gave the Holy Third Divine Apparition of the Holy Cross of the Lord in
Athens – to show all over the world that precisely they are His Church.
Have you heard of this?
Surely you've heard - but you have straight lost your mind for
your stupidity plus pride - and so today, when this event is repeated, you decided
to come out of the Church (though you, like us, were in the Church too) - and to throw
yourself down headlong in the heresy of the matthewites!!! Why? Just because
Kallinikos and the others had done the same as you, but they jumped headlong into
another heresy - into the heresy of kyprianism!!!
What extreme nonsense you have done! …
But you have not stopped here, in your stupidity. No - besides stupidity, you are filled
also with pride and so you think that you did "so smart" a trick - that now you want to
sell this "smartness" of yours to us!
(((-:

Why in 1924 the Christians did not do the same extreme nonsense like you? Why
they did not say for example: "Because Chrysostomos Papadopoulos went out of the
Church and fell into the heresy of ecumenism - come on now also we "the smart" let’s
also go out of the Church and fall in another heresy - for example, in the heresy of
protestantism" – huh?
If they had done this, then they would have done as "smartly" as you! (((-:
3. Further clarification. Strain now all your mind, all that you have, to understand what
I am going to say to you right now! It's simple and the ordinary people understand it
easily. But here, you are not at the level of the ordinary people - and so you will have
to strain very hard to be able to understand this simple obvious truth. So come on,
strain - pay attention now:
~ The matthewites ARE HERETICS! Why? Because they confess that supposedly
"the heresy of ecumenism is not a heresy, but a schism" - and that "it progressed"
from schism to heresy!
Because of this heretical confession the matthewites ARE HERETICS!
~ And what is the Orthodox confession?
The Orthodox confession is that the heresy of ecumenism has never been a
“schism” (as taught by the heretics-matthewites), but has always been a
heresy - right from the start when it was published through the patriarchal Encyclical
in 1920! The first point of this heresy reads: "to accept the new calendar for all the
churches to pray together". And here with the word "churches" are named all the
heresies.
This is not a schism, - as falsely and heretically teach the heretics-mathewites!
This is ecumenism = the most heretical HERESY in the history of mankind!!!
Now do you understand what kind of stupidity your matthewites confess – or not?
Obviously – "or not". Therefore, I explain:
a) The schism can not be "printed, published"!
b) One can print and publish only confession, ideology! And in 1920 the
Constantinople Patriarchate in its synodical Encyclical has published has printed a
heretical ideology = HERESY = the Pan-heresy of ecumenism – and not a
"schism"!!! And for this it is required: ANATHEMA to the heretics and termination of
the communion!
It is now clear? (let’s hope that it has cleared up...)
And in 1924, was just put into practice the first step from the program of this the most
poisonous heresy in the history of mankind!
But the heretics matthewites falsely and heretically teach that this the most
poisonous heresy in the history of mankind - supposedly “is not a heresy, but just a
schism”!
Question: Why do the heretics matthewites teach that in 1924 it was a schism and
not heresy?
Answer: Because to the heretics matthewites the word "schism" sounds more
justifying than the word "heresy" - and these hypocrites hope that with this word they
will be able to justify the false heretical and fake "ordination" of their heresiarch
Matthew.

I have asked their "theologians" and now ask anyone who dares to answer me:
1. If a newcalendarist “bishop” today decides to come to them - will they not ordain
him? - Or will they not at least do chirothesia to him?
To that the heretics matthewites answer: YES, we’ll do.
2. Then I ask again: And when the first three "bishops" in 1935 came out from the
heresy of ecumenism - WHO did chirothesia to them?
Here the heretics matthewites answer: No one. But they had their canonical
chirotonias from before 1924!
Here I expose: LIE!!! - This is another lie of the heretics matthewites! All their
heretical ideology is built on lie!
- They constantly lie!
- And they are constantly caught while they are lying and they again lie!
- And they constantly continue to lie! Shamelessness! Godless ones!...
- One lie follows another - because one lie constantly requires another to justify the
previous one. Just as Walter Scott says: "Oh, what a tangled web we weave ... when
first we practice to deceive." A complete and accurate illustration of his words are the
heretics Matthewites! A whole web of lies in which they have entangled themselves
and can not untangle - they falsify documents to present as "truth"
their consecutive lie! All their "documents" are such.
- Kalliopios of Pentapolis admits to some falsifications he personally did while he was
a Matthewite. Then he gets tired of soiling himself in the filth of their lies - and leaves
them. Then they started to stifle him with lies and slander.
- Then Kallinikos of Achaia collects in a whole volume and exposes a huge part of
their ocean of lies - but then reconsiders and does not print it, to not avail the
heretics new calendarists to say "Look at the Old Calendarists what liars they are!"...
And in the same way in the case of the false heretical and fake "ordination" of their
heresiarch Matthew - they again serve us a LIE!!! - This is another lie of the
heretics Matthewites!
And what is the Truth?
Answer:
- The heretical and false "ordination" of their heresiarch Matthew is done by two old
calendar "bishops" and one "bishop" ordained in the new calendar, to wit in the
heresy of ecumenism (in 1935) – the false-bishop of Zakynthos, Ζακύνθου
Χρυσόστομο Δημητρίου. This heretic ecumenist is "ordained" within the very heresy
of ecumenism in 1935, months before the three "bishops" said: "now we are
coming out from the heresy and becoming Orthodox". To this heretic ecumenist
"ordained" within the very heresy of ecumenism nobody ever has done
chirothesia!
This fact the heretics matthewites always hide!!! – they are proven liars! They’ve
been caught in many lies and falsifications! - and in this case they also lie and hide
that their heresiarch Matthew was "ordained" by two former old calendarists and one
heretic newcalendarist-ecumenist Ζακύνθου Χρυσόστομο Δημητρίου!
And you, the extremely illiterate, do not know this fact at all and many other facts –
and, nevertheless, you are so stupid-and-proud, that you have imagined that you are
"worthy" - you the illiterate supposedly are "worthy" to teach us! Ha ha ha - what
stupidity plus pride and fantasy.

4. Here is the Encyclical of the ecumenical patriarchate of Constantinople, published
in 1920
http://orthodoxi-ellada.blogspot.com/2010/05/blog-post.html
Here you can readily see that the so-called "new calendar church" ~ has never been a "schism" - as the heretics-Matthewites unorthodoxly confess
and teach - just to find a way to "justify" that they supposedly "have" apostolic
succession.
~ but has always been a heresy! Even before its birth, the Greek ecumenical falsechurch was pre-set as a heresy! No matter that in 1923, Chrysostomos
Papadopoulos, the heresiarch, warned that if they change the calendar, then it will be
a "schism" – and a year later he himself imposed it to the Greek people – by his sole
order and against the council decision of the Church of Greece.
By order of Chrysostomos Papadopoulos, his spy Eugeny Tombros ran among the
matthewites the heretical confession of Chrysostomos Papadopoulos that
supposedly "the heresy of ecumenism was not a heresy, but a «schism»" – and the
heretics matthewites hold until today this heretical confession of Chrysostomos
Papadopoulos.
- However the Truth is: This heresy was pre-set as heresy! - see it’s program's first
point. It emerged = was born as heresy.
http://orthodoxia-ellados.blogspot.com/2010/05/020.html
- It does not develop "from schism to heresy," as falsely confess the heretics
matthewites and others like them, but
- it develops: From PAN-heresy - to the antichrist!
http://orthodoxia-ellados.blogspot.com/2010/05/015.html
This PAN-heresy has NEVER been a schism!
It was ALWAYS heresy of the heresies = PAN-heresy!
- and ALWAYS has led to the antichrist!
And the fact that the matthewites do not characterize it as a heresy from the very
beginning of the publication of the 1920 encyclical, but as a schism - means that from
the beginning they are heretics ecumenists, as well as hypocrites - because they
present themselves as "fighters against ecumenism" – just the same way how the
heretics kyprianites-ecumenists do it.
Or maybe you think that it is not so?
Then tell me: when was it not a heresy? WHEN did it not lead to the antichrist?
- Maybe when it was pre-set?
No! This is a unique heresy! - And it was pre-set exactly and only for this purpose: To
lead the world through a religious way – to worship the antichrist!
- Or you will deny it and with very clever words will try to do the same thing that tried
to do the satanists, who have pre-set it: to HIDE the true essence of the PAN-heresy
under a disguised appearance?
In brief: you will try by clever words to describe the steps of the satanists - one after
another - as they step by step SHOWED this disguised appearance of the PANheresy world-wide - so the people of the world gradually were deceived by the
appearance and did not notice the ESSENCE of the PAN-heresy?
That is - you want us to help them to cheat us?
- So we, deceiving ourselves, to assist them to achieve their global plan?
(-:

If you have such a desire - I do not have!
And so - the truth is clear!
Who wants to be blind - let him be. But do not try to force me to not see the obvious!
5. We have cut off communion with Kallinikos Sarantopoulos and his followers,
because all his "bishops" and the rest of the "priests" and his followers fell outside the
Genuine Orthodox Church and fell into the heresy of ecumenism = kyprianism under their own anathema proclaimed by the Synod in 1998 | EN | RU | GR | BG |
Thus, the genuine representatives of the Church (the Genuine Synod of Chrysostom)
remain just us this small "handful" of Genuine Orthodox Christians.
This was exactly the same way as exactly 90 years before (1924), all the clergy and
laity of the Greek Church fell from the Orthodox Church of the Lord Jesus Christ and
fell into the heresy of ecumenism. And in the Genuine Orthodox Church of the Lord
Jesus Christ remained only 4 or 5 Genuine Orthodox Priests and a great number of
faithful to the Lord laity.
At the words I wrote now can laugh whoever wants, but the Lord Himself gave
testimony to the truth that I wrote - that this small "handful" of faithful priests and laity
are the true representatives of His Holy Church on earth. Because the Lord has
shown from the sky – because exactly to them He gave the Third Divine Appearance
of the Holy Cross of the Lord in the sky of Athens.
Just in the same way are we too today, 90 years after this event - because the
Lord will not do every time the same miracles for the same event! Once is enough!
6. Well, do you understand now what nonsense you are trying to offer us?
Did you alone come up with this nonsense and by your initiative come to "teach" us
such madness - or you are sent by your "uncle" (thios) Stephanos of Athens?
No doubt it is he, that sends you, because he is hiding behind your back, afraid to
come face to face in front of me and to offer me the same nonsense! Why? Because
(like all heretics-matthewites) he is afraid that I would expose him for his heresy, for
his heretical confession that supposedly the heresy of ecumenism (the most
poisonous heresy in the history of mankind!) supposedly "in the beginning was not a
heresy but was only a schism!" The heretics matthewites know me very well –
and that is why they run and hide from me because they know that I am very
well informed about all their machinations and deceits and always beat them in the
face WITH FACTS!
I said – they know me very well, because not one and not two were unmasked openly
by me in this way, as I have always beaten them in the face WITH FACTS – and
so they fled and did not know what to respond for shame and so does this "uncle"
(thios) of yours Stephanos of Athens!
I've asked many times, and many of these pompous foolish "nerds", but never and
none of them could answer me, but always and all of them got furious by the facts
and started calling me insulting names – I've asked them: "If now comes to you a
heretic-ecumenist (or as you call them "newcalendarist" to sound more justifying,

because you are afraid to call them heretics ecumenists, as it beats directly on
Matthew-the-heretic ecumenist) – if now comes to you such a "bishop" will you not do
to him chirothesia, accepting him from the heresy?"
They answer: "We'll do."
I ask: "And to the three that came out of the heresy in 1935, Chrysostomos Kavuridis,
Germanos Dimitriados and Chrysostomos Zakinthou – who did to them chirothesia?
Who accepted them from the heresy?"
They say: "No one, but they had their chirotonias before falling into the new calendar
schism" (they are afraid to say it is not schism but a heresy - because they beat
directly on the heretic Matthew Karpatakis!)
I answer:
- FIRST: LIE! You're a liar! The Truth is different! The truth is that only THE TWO Chrysostomos Kavuridis and Germanos Dimitriados had chirotonias as bishop before
falling into the HERESY of ecumenism – only THE TWO! And the third Chrysostomos Zakinthou - is "ordained" for "bishop" inside the heresy of ecumenism
several months before the three of them said "we are going out and becoming
Orthodox."
Therefore: By who is Matthew Karpatakis "ordained"?
– by two "old calendarists" and by one "new calendarist" (as you call the
heretics-ecumenists), to whom (as to the two others as well) no one has ever done
chirothesia!
- SECOND: Whenever someone Bishop falls into heresy, he ceases to be a Bishop.
IF HE REPENTS after that – there must be some Orthodox Bishop to accept him
into the Church! Now Kallinikos, if he repents for falling into the heresy of kyprianism
– that is not enough to become Orthodox, because it'll be like Baron Munchausen to
extract himself by the hair from the swamp of heresy – NO, THAT DOES NOT
WORK! Repentance is good - but there must also be someone to accept him in the
Church! And these three were not accepted by anyone! THEY HAVE NOT EVEN
REPENTED (!!!) OF THEIR FALLING IN THE HERESY! ON THE CONTRARY:
They were proudly thumping their chests that they are "confessors of the faith"
- satanic pride of unrepented heretics!!!
What do the heretics matthewites reply when I reveal to them these FACTS and that
Orthodox confession of faith?
Answer: NOTHING! They just get furious and run – or, driven by satan, they begin to
shower me with mud, offensive words, slander!!! In Greek slanderer is pronounced
DIAVOLOS! Right?
So your matthewites:
- FIRST – are heretics, because they do not confess that the ecumenism, the
most evil heresy, is a heresy, but they call it a "schism" to justify the falseordination of Matthew Karpatakis,
- SECOND - they are also NON-ordained! They are "uncles", "barbadzides": your
barba Stefanos, barba Andreas and so on ...
THAT IS WHY – when they asked communion from the Russians – the Russians
raised their CONDITION: that they send TWO of them in America – not one! And
the matthewites obeyed this condition! – and sent the TWO of their "bishops"

Callistus of Corinth and Epiphanius of Cyprus in the Russian Diaspora – and the
Russians ORDAINED them! And then BY THE TWO were ordained ALL
matthewite "bishops" and Archbishop Andrew was ordained in the monastery "St.
Archangels" («Agioi Taxiarhoi») Athicia, Corinth. This fact is well known in the
monastery "St. Archangels." - but the Matthewites hide that fact too!
Thus – on lies, deception, delusions, hiding facts – is built all the Matthewite heretical
ideology!
But then the matthewites renounced their ordinations – out of pride and heresy
(which heresy we described above) - and the Church Canon commands: Whoever
Bishop (or cleric) renounces his ordination – he ceases to be a Bishop (or
cleric)! Period!
That's why ALL THEY are "uncles", "barbadzides" = barba Stefanos, barba Andreas
and so on ...
7. That's why:
- to your "uncle" (thios) Stephanos of Athens - tell him: Not to provoke me to
expose publicly all the matthewite frauds! Let him not provoke me! He and his
companions already know that I am very well informed about all their frauds and
always beat them in the face WITH FACTS!
And at the same time calm him: I HAVE NO TIME to deal with matthewites’ nonsense
– and also do not want to blemish the website GOC-NEWS with the matthewite
frauds and nonsense, I prefer the site to remain as it is!
- to your "uncle" (thios) Stephanos of Athens - tell him that it is we who can
accept him in the Church, but only under the condition that he first repents of his
heresy matthewism and publicly confesses that the matthewism is heresy and that
the heresy of ecumenism never was a schism, but has always been a heresy –
ever since 1920, when the antichrist encyclical was published.
- to your "uncle" (thios) Stephanos of Athens - tell him that we can accept him in
the Church under the condition that he repents thus publicly for his matthewites’
heresy! Under this condition we can accept him in the Church with the ultimate
economy: with chirothesia - and will not ordain him as were ordained THE TWO
bishops Callistus of Corinth and Epiphanius of Cyprus in the Russian Diaspora (That
was exactly why the Russians put the condition to come TWO, not one!), and as
then were ordained ALL matthewite "bishops" and Archbishop Andrew was ordained
in the monastery "St. Archangels" Attica Corinth. But then they renounced their
ordinations – out of pride and heresy (which heresy we described above)
~~~~~~~~~~~
NOTE:
Even alone the blasphemy of the matthewites against the Holy Spirit is sufficient for
their overthrow into hell eternal - both themselves and their supporters and followers
- for their fighting against the Holy Spirit by rejecting the Holiness of the Incorruptible
Saint Philaret of New York and the Divine Grace of the Holy Spirit, acting through
him (and his Incorruptible Holy Relics)!

~ And for what do they fight against the
Holy Spirit, rejecting the Holiness?
Answer: Because it was under his
leadership that on 18/31 December
1969 the Synod of Bishops of the
ROCOR by the Grace and inspiration
of the Holy Spirit exposed and reduced
to rubble all the matthewites’ slander
about the alleged "uncanonicalness" of
the episcopal chirotonias of blessed
Archbishop Akakios and the
subsequent chirotonias of the Bishops!
After the schism of Auxentius Pastras,
the Synod of Bishops of ROCOR
remained in communion with the
Synod of Chrysostom Kiusis – about
which I personally (Priest John
Vasilevski) testify about the held by me
before many witnesses telephone
conversation in 1992 with Metropolitan
Vitaly (the successor of St. Filaret)
when he said to all of us: "Will you
join us, or the Greeks (the Synod of
Chrysostom Kiusis – only these were
the Greeks in question and not any
other!),
it is the same thing – because we
are ONE! But go to them, because
they are just geographically closer
to you!"
~~~~~~~~~~~
I said that the heretics matthewites know me very well – and therefore run and
hide from me because they know that I am very well informed about all their
machinations and always beat them in the face WITH FACTS! Is it clear?
So now go and tell your "uncle" (thios) Stephanos of Athens – not to provoke me to
expose him publicly for his heresy - and so, not to appear before my eyes, UNLESS
he repents for his heresy matthewism and publicly confesses that the matthewism
is heresy, and that the heresy ecumenism was never a schism, but has always
been a heresy – ever since 1920, when the antichrist encyclical was published.
If not – then HE IS A HERETIC! ANATHEMA! And you do not try to pull us out of the
Church and to drag us down into his heresy!
Your lesson in stupidity that you attempted to teach us - failed! (((-:
You were in the Church – and now you jumped out of the Church and dropped into
the heresy of matthewism, because, obviously, you are one of these illiterate
laypeople greeks, who know only "difference 13 days" - and therefore they so easily

jump from The Church - to various heresies and schisms, because they think that
supposedly "the church is made of branches, divided among themselves and,
therefore, there can be jumping from branch to branch." Thus, they are heretics who
confess ecumenism inside the old calendar – they are illiterate and do not know that:
- The Church is One and Indivisible Body of the Lord Jesus Christ and His Virgin
Bride without spot (Ephes.5:25-27), Which has nothing to do with heresies or
schisms: www.virt.us/TheChurch.en
Obviously, you are one of these illiterate laypeople greeks - so you also believe like
them “Past member of the GOC-K now with GOC-Arch. Stephanos” = FACT here
you expose yourself that you heretically and illiterately believe that supposedly
“there can coexist two GOCs” - and therefore:
a) you yourself made this nonsense – jumped out of the Church
www.virt.us/TheChurch.en - and dived headlong into the heresy of matthewism
b) not only, but even more - you attempted to “teach us” the same lesson in stupidity
– however this attempt of yours failed!
(((-:
Come on - I wish you good road! And good repentance!
+ Ιερεύς Ιωάννης (Vasilevski) – Καθηγητής Πανεπιστημίου και Ερευνητής

